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Partners
Our education and outreach
programs are collaborative efforts
designed to increase participation
in science and technology of
students ranging from elementary
through undergraduate students.
The Artbotics team includes Hyun
Ju Kim (UML Art), Fred Martin
(UML CS), Holly Yanco (UML CS),
Diana Coluntino (Revolving
Museum), Linda Silka (UML
Center for Family, Work and
Community), Jerry Beck
(Revolving Museum), Diane Testa
(Revolving Museum), and Phyllis
Procter (UML CS). Artbotics is
funded by the National Science
Foundation (CNS-0540564).
Botball is produced by the KISS
Institute for Practical Robotics.
Holly Yanco (UMass Lowell) and
Karl Wurst (Worcester State
College) chair the event.
Fred Martin and Holly Yanco
share the teaching of the
undergraduate and graduate
course pairs and run teacher

Education and Community Partnerships

workshops.
Pyro was a collaboration between

Robots are fun and engaging. We capitalize on this fact to attract students of all ages to science
and technology by offering several education and outreach programs. Through these
collaborative efforts, we bring robot education to middle school students, high school students,
and undergraduate students. We also hold a number of teacher workshops throughout the year,
providing additional pathways for bringing science and technology to classrooms.

Bryn Mawr College (Doug Blank
and Deepak Kumar), Swarthmore
College (Lisa Meeden), and
UMass Lowell (Holly Yanco),
funded by the National Science
Foundation (DUE-0231363).
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Teacher Workshops

tournament code. At the conclusion of

Fred Martin and Holly Yanco host a

the Botball tutorial, mentors return to their

variety of K-12 teacher workshops at

teams with certification and a working

UMass Lowell. In the fall, an introduction

autonomous demo robot.

to classroom robotics workshop is run for
teachers interested in bringing
applications of technology into their
classrooms. The Botball and Botfest

(colored foam balls) for the shelter.

Professional Development Points (PDPs)
are offered to teachers for their
participation in our program.

tutorial weekend occurs during the winter.

Botball

In the spring, a discussion workshop

Botball is a robot tournament produced

brings together K-12 and university

by the KISS Institute For Practical

computer science educators to share

Robotics (KIPR) for middle and high

their experiences.

school students. Participants in Botball
receive a robot kit, from which one or

Malden Catholic High School’s robot, Styx, is
shown with its “puncher” extended. This robot
design was just one of many ways to solve
the open-ended 2006 Botball search and
rescue challenge.

more autonomous robots are built to

Sixteen teams in the New England region

solve a specified challenge in just seven

accepted the 2006 challenge. An array of

weeks. UMass Lowell has hosted the

robot designs and strategies were used.

New England Regional Botball

Several teams implemented an arm

workshops and tournaments since 2002.

device that was extended to collect the
supplies. One team used a very simple

Teachers learn about sensing on the Handy
Cricket. Their experience, combined with
mature curriculum, maximize the students’
ability to adapt and learn quickly.

Botball reinforces many aspects of the

but successful method: collect the

students’ educations. Students create

Tribbles closest to the robot and push

and maintain a website for their team and

them into the shelter.

robot design. They explore robot
programming and building. They develop

Art + Robotics = Artbotics

In the classroom robotics workshop,

offensive and defensive strategies. At the

The Artbotics project connects artists and

teachers learn the Cricket Logo Blocks

end of seven weeks, teams compete in a

computer scientists to create robotic art.

language to program the Handy Cricket

double elimination tournament. Students

Hyun Ju Kim, Fred Martin, and Holly

robot processors. They are introduced to

also present their robot and strategies

Yanco work in close collaboration with

about a variety of sensors including

and discuss the structure of their team,

Phyllis Procter and Linda Silka of UMass

touch, light, and infrared color detection

any unexpected complications, and

Lowell and Jerry Beck, Diana Coluntino,

sensors. After a three hour workshop,

lessons learned.

and Diane Testa of the Revolving

teachers have outfitted a small mobile
robot with sensors and programmed the

Botball challenges are toy versions of real

Museum.

world challenges. The 2006 task was

Robotics technologies are used to teach

based upon search and rescue. Botguy

computer science to undergraduate and

The two day Botball tutorial workshop is

(a plush toy) and some of his Tribble

high school students. Students are given

similar. Mentors are introduced to robot

friends (fuzzy colored pom-poms) were

an abstract theme and must create an

design and programming their XBC robot

stuck on the roof during a flood. Other

interactive, functioning, and attractive

in Interactive C. They discuss how to

Tribbles were stranded in the flood zone.

museum exhibit using a variety of sensors

encourage team creativity. They learn the

The objective was to save Botguy and

and actuators. Cricket Logo is used to

rules of Botball and the structure of

the Tribbles while gathering supplies

robot to complete a task on its own.
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program Handy Crickets, the brains of

F.R.E.D was controlled using a sensor

into mentoring roles for twelve high-

the art pieces.

board painted with a life-size human

schoolers as Artbotics continued into the

outline; infrared ranging sensors were

fall. The combination of art and computer

placed at major joints. Museum goers

science themed with “light” yielded

waved or moved their bodies in front of

"Eleclecticity." This exhibit featured

the board, and F.R.E.D. mirrored their

several robotic versions of famous

motion.

landmarks circling a globe. When

Seven undergraduate students worked
for eight weeks during the summer of
2006 to create two exhibits, which were
both displayed at the Revolving Museum
in Lowell, MA. "The Evolution of

locations on the globe were lit up with

Puppetry" was first shown during the

LEDs, the corresponding landmark would

Lowell Folk Festival and again when "The

come to life. The “Eclecticity” exhibit was

Flow of Creation" had its gallery opening

featured at an Artbotics gallery opening in

in August 2006.

November 2006.
Artbotics continues into the spring as a
university class offered to undergraduate
students.

Children were fascinated by the motionactivated sprays in the interactive fountain.
Students and mentors from the Fall 2006 Artbotics group after the exhibit was completed.

"The Flow of Creation" was an interactive,
sculptural fountain. It featured a cascade

“The Evolution of Puppetry” featured

of aluminum ivy leaves, a metal and

several robots, but the star of the exhibit

cellophane heart, a welded hand, and

was F.R.E.D, the Fantastic Robotic

several actuated spray nozzles. When

Electronic Dancer. Students created a

museum goers passed in front of

life-sized, actuated puppet which

sensors, the spray nozzles moved in

incorporated many artistic elements with

several random, pre-programmed

robotic technology. F.R.E.D’s body was

patterns.

made of brightly colored Plexiglas, cut
and tattooed with a laser cutter. His joints
were connected with servo motors.

Three of the original Artbotics students
and two new undergraduates transitioned

An Artbotics mentor describes how each of
the outer sculptures move as LEDs on the
globe light up in the “Eclecticity” exhibit.

Enabling Technology: Python Robotics
Pyro is a robotics courseware collaboration between UMass Lowell, Bryn Mawr College, and Swarthmore College. It is an open source,
Python-based environment which provides programmers with a high-level robot interface. Pyro abstracts the underlying hardware
details, thus programs written in Pyro can be run without modification on a variety of robots, physical and simulated. Pyro has been
used in several university classrooms to teach introductory AI robotics courses, including UMass Lowell. Pyro was honored with the
National Engineering Education Delivery System (NEEDS) Premier Courseware Award in 2005.
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Robotics Classes

(our computer vision system),

This year, the new Blackfin Handy Board

at UMass Lowell

development of the SerialSense, Pioneer

and iRobot Roomba will be used in

slalom, and an omniball joystick.

Robotics II. Students will create a new

Fred Martin and Holly Yanco also share

home robot using an iRobot Roomba as

the teaching of the undergraduate and

the platform. Students will also create fire

graduate course pairs. Students learn

fighting robots for the Trinity College Fire

about robot design, sensors, robot

Fighting Competition.

autonomy, and control paradigms.

UMass Lowell has entered the Trinity

In undergraduate Robotics II, students

College Fire Fighting competitions since

learn Pyro and program MobileRobot

2002. In this competition, autonomous

Pioneer 3 robots. Through weekly labs,

robots find and extinguish a “fire” in a four

students learn advanced AI robotics
topics, including computer vision,
machine learning, and localization and
mapping. In past years, final projects

The student designed SerialSense board is a
simple digital and analog interface for robot
sensors. Successful projects like this create
powerful tools for future robotics students.

• UMass Lowell Robotics Lab
http://www.cs.uml.edu/robots
• Artbotics

have placed in the top 15 and received
special awards such as Spirit of an
Inventor and National Collegiate Inventors

have included development of Phission

Related Links

roomed arena. In multiple years, students

and Innovators Alliance.

• Botfest
http://www.botfest.org
• Python Robotics

http://www.artbotics.org
• Botball

http://pyrorobotics.org
• Trinity College Fire Fighting Contest

http://www.botball.org

http://www.trincoll.edu/events/robot/
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